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Introduction
It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to the second edition of the Branch Officers Handbook.
This handbook has been updated to assist the immense voluntary effort that is the backbone of the
IWAI. I hope you will find it of benefit in the running of your Branch and its activities. It provides a
single source of reference for the various established policies and procedures that we have developed
over the years.
I believe that it brings further strength to our Association by disseminating information to the key
volunteers – the Branch Officers. In addition it is hoped that it will assist in the recruitment of
Branch Officers into the future by explaining clearly the roles and responsibilities involved in
running a branch.
This Handbook assists in maintaining good governance which is not just for major corporations but
for our membership driven Association which is a registered company and subject to the rules of
company law.
Carmel Meegan
President
Inland Waterways Association of Ireland

Purpose of the Branch Officers Handbook
The Branch Handbook is intended for the use of Branch Officers, Committee Members and IWAI
Members.
It also includes a quick reference section which is a summary of the main points extracted from the
body of the handbook, note this is for quick reference only, please refer to the relevant section for full
details.
As a limited company and a registered charity the IWAI is faced with a number of obligations and
ultimately the membership requires good administrative procedures and policies to meet its legal
obligations. The purpose of this handbook is to assist all members to meet these obligations.
Any comments on the development of this handbook should be addressed to vpresident@iwai.ie.
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Quick Reference Guide
This is a summary of the Branch Officers Handbook and
is for quick reference only.

IWAI Structure:
IWAI is a voluntary Association founded in 1954 to
advocate the navigation, use, maintenance, protection,
restoration and improvement of the Inland Waterways
of Ireland. It currently has 23 branches.
It is a limited company with charitable status, the policy
is managed by a National Council with the day to day
activities dealt with by an Executive committee chaired
by the President.
Membership
IWAI members are members of a Branch of their choice.
Second branch membership is also an option.
 Family Membership - €55.00 – with votes for 2
family members
 Single Membership - €44.00 – 1 vote
 Young Adult Member - €22.00 1 vote
 Second branch Membership - €20.00 – No
additional voting rights
 NI Family Membership - £36.00 allows for two
voting member in the family
 NI Single Membership - £33.00 – 1 vote
 NI Young Adult Member - £17.00 – 1 vote
Only members in good standing can be elected officers.
Key Roles on Branch Committees
The branch committee must have a minimum of 3
officers including Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer,
these are responsible for ensuring that all officers are
IWAI members and promote growth in branch
membership. Each branch must appoint a Child
Protection Officer and a Safety Officer.
Chairperson Duties:
 Presides at meetings
 Ensures branch representation at Council
 Calls all meetings and AGM
 Ensures accounts as of 31st Oct each year are
ready for AGM
 Ensures minutes are ready for meetings and
AGM
 Ensures members are available for election to
branch office positions

Vice Chairperson Duties:
 Assume the duties of the chairperson in his/her
absence
 Supports Chairperson and takes on other roles
to assist the branch as required
Secretary Duties:
 Sends out notice of meetings giving at least2
weeks’ notice
 Receives and deals with correspondence
 Records and delivers minutes at meetings
Treasurer:
 Keep proper branch accounts
 Ensures 2officer signatories for all bank
accounts
 Bank all monies and check balances regularly
 Record all payments and receipts even for
small events appropriately
 Collect any debt or monies due to the branch
 Prepare branch accounts for AGM
 Present accounts at AGM
 Send approved and signed accounts to national
treasurer 7 days after AGM
PRO Duties:
 Promote the activities of the branch and the
IWAI in general using electronic and newsprint
Web Officer Duties:
 Maintain the branch website and other social
media to reflect well on the IWAI/branch and
current activities of the branch
Membership Officer Duties:
 Assumes responsibility for recruitment and
retention of members in the branch
Council Members Duties:
 Represent the branch at council meetings and
report back to branch meetings
 Two branch officers have votes at council
meetings, one should be an Officer and one a
non committee branch member
Committee Members Duties:
 Additional committee members may be elected
or co-opted as required on the Branch
committee
 Sub-committees should include a branch
committee member who reports to the
committee
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Branch Work Parties, Cruises in Companies, Rallies:
These events should be used as an opportunity for
recruitment and promotion of the Association.











A committee with an event leader or
commodore should be appointed
Branch activities and events should be properly
planned and advertised
Events should be used to promote the IWAI and
the branch in a good light
Planning should include a backup plan
Aim to provide notice to the Navigation
Authority for large fleet movements
Include allowance for safe mooring of fleet.
Proper records should be kept of events
including issues arising and financing
A Child protection officer should be appointed
for all events where children are to be present.
A safety officer should be appointed and
present at the event
Only paid up members should be allowed to
participate in event



Branches must inform National Treasurer of
intended events, high risk activities - work
parties should be highlighted



Volunteer members participating in work
parties not covered by the IWAI Project
Insurance Policy are not permitted to use any
powered tools– please refer to policy



Volunteers on work parties must read and sign
a copy of the IWAI Safety Rules for work
parties



Branches should record attendance at these
events and work parties and retain these
records for 3 years as required by the
Association’s Insurance Policy



A copy of the insurance policy is available for
inspection

Communications:
The IWAI have a public communications handbook
available at www.iwai.ie. It is designed to help branches
communicate effectively with members, key
stakeholders, the media and the wider public.

Protection of Members:

National Council:

Child Protection Officer:
The IWAI has a child protection policy, each
branch must appoint a child protection Officer.

The affairs of the Association are managed by a
National Council, comprising the IWAI Executive, 2
members from each branch and 6 Members Reps. The
Council usually meets 4 times a year.

Health & Safety:
 The branch should appoint a safety officer.

Executive Committee:



The location of a first aid kit should be known



The safety officer should review each event of
the branch and do a risk assessment
There should be a written risk assessment for
each venue used
The Association’s Health and Safety Statement
contains template risk assessments which can
be downloaded from the IWAI website and
edited to make it specific to the venue
www.iwai.ie




Insurance:
 The IWAI nationally has insurance to
indemnify IWAI officers(in good standing) in
the event of a claim for negligence


Boats attending IWAI events must declare that
they have minimum of 3rd party insurance
cover for the period of the event

The day to day activities of the Association are dealt
with by an Executive Committee chaired by the
President. These are elected at the AGM.
Dignity and Respect:
The IWAI treats everyone equally and respect
individuality and diversity and has a complaints
procedure and a process for investigation of incidents.
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Chapter 1 – The Inland Waterways Association of Ireland
This section of the Branch Handbook is designed to help Branches understand the role and
purpose of the Inland Waterways Association of Ireland.

The Inland Waterways Association of Ireland (IWAI) is a voluntary body representing over three
thousand enthusiasts, with currently 23 branches across the island of Ireland.
The Inland Waterways Association of Ireland (IWAI) is an energetic, voluntary organisation
with members from all corners of the Island of Ireland, all sharing a keen and passionate
enthusiasm for the waterways of Ireland.
The IWAI advocates the navigation, use, maintenance, protection, restoration and improvement
of the inland waterways of Ireland. It was formed in 1954 to promote the development, use and
maintenance of Ireland's navigable rivers and canals.
When the Shannon was almost totally undeveloped for pleasure boating, the IWAI campaigned
against the building of low bridges, thus ensuring the development of the river as a national
asset. In the 1960s IWAI successfully fought plans to close the Circular Line of the Grand Canal
in Dublin. Later the Association campaigned for the re-opening of what is now the Shannon Erne Waterway (formerly the Ballinamore & Ballyconnell Canal) and the Naas Line of the
Grand Canal.
IWAI played its part in the restoration campaign for the re-opening of the Royal Canal between
Dublin and the Shannon in recent years. IWAI assistance to the campaign to re-open the Ulster
Canal has also borne fruit with the announcement that work is to begin on re-opening the first
section. Currently, IWAI members are active in restoration projects on the Boyne, Newry and
Lagan Canals and continue to campaign for other closed navigations including the Kilbeggan
Line.
IWAI Branches hold approximately 200 events each year across inland navigations with the
wider communities in many locations. These events include boat rallies, harbour festivals, walks,
social gatherings, heritage activities, family activities and youth focused events.
The IWAI is the respected voice of the waterway user, lobbying and advising national and local
government authorities as well as other bodies on all matters connected with the waterways
including byelaws, pollution and future developments.
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Goals of the Inland Waterways Association of Ireland.
The IWAI is set up as a limited company - from our Memorandum of Association, it has the
following objectives:


To promote the use, maintenance and development of the inland waterways of Ireland,
and in particular, to advocate and promote the restoration to good order, and maintenance
in good order of every navigable waterway and the fullest use of every navigable
waterway by both commercial and pleasure traffic, provided such is not injurious to the
environmental health of the waterways and surrounding areas



To support any proposal which may be calculated to maintain or improve Irish waterways
and also to improve navigation, lay moorings and carry out other works of improvement
on and adjacent to the waterways

In furtherance exclusively of the above main objects the Company shall have the following
ancillary objects:


To oppose by appropriate action the abandonment or neglect of Irish canals or river
navigations, the pollution of waterways, the obstructions of navigations by fixed bridges,
aqueducts, overhead cables, or otherwise, the obstruction of towing paths, or any other
action calculated to injure or destroy the navigation or amenities of the waterways of
Ireland



To prepare, either alone or in collaboration with any other body, guide books, charts,
maps and other literature suitable for use by persons using the Irish navigations for any
purpose, and to foster public interest in and knowledge of the Irish waterways by
disseminating information on the subject to members and to the general public



To organise visits to objects and places of interest on the waterways including waterborne journeys



To do all such acts as shall further the active and corporate life of the Association and to
cooperate with any other body having similar or sympathetic aims



To represent the interests of boat owners in all matters pertaining to the above objects



To organise, engage in, and sponsor boat rallies, exhibitions, displays, festivals, carnivals,
sports, hobbies and entertainments
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The organisation currently comprises of 23 Branches:
Twenty one are geographically
based

Two are activity based.



Athlone



Cruising Club



Barrow



Powerboat



Belturbet



Boyne Navigation



Boyle River



Carrick-on-Shannon



Coalisland



Corrib



Dublin



Foigha - Kenagh



Kildare



Lagan



Lough Derg



Lough Erne



Newry



North Barrow



Offaly



River Bann and Lough
Neagh



Shannon Harbour



Slaney



Ulster Canal
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Chapter 2 – How the IWAI is organised
This section of the Branch Handbook is designed to help members understand the organisation
of the IWAI and the responsibilities resting with elected officers. It overviews the roles of
Members, Branches and Branch Officers, National Council, Executive and Directors.

Members
On joining the Association a Person or Family usually nominate the Branch to which they wish
to belong, and in the absence of such nomination, the Association’s Membership Secretary will
allocate them to a Branch as appropriate, normally one nearest the postal address. To be
regarded as a member in good standing a member must have paid the current membership fee.
A member ceases to be a member if they haven't paid the appropriate fee by April 30th or the
date of the AGM for that year.
Members may attend events and meetings of any Branch of the Association, however voting at
such meetings is reserved to members of the Branch.

Branches & Branch Officers
The Branch should have a minimum of three officers including the following:
Chairperson, Secretary and Treasurer. It should also have a position of Vice-Chairperson if
possible. There should also be a member, who is not an officer, and who, together with one of
the officers, will represent the Branch at Council (Council Representative). Each Branch should
appoint and, if necessary train, a Child Protection Officer and a Safety Officer.
The Officers shall be elected or re-elected at the Annual Meeting of Branch members, except that
when a new Branch is being formed the Association’s Executive Committee shall appoint
Officers to serve until such time as there are sufficient members to hold an Annual General
Meeting at which elections shall take place. On seeking election to one of these posts the
member must have paid the appropriate membership fee for the current year.
Important Note
The Directors are responsible under the Companies Acts for the good and orderly running of the
Association especially in the area of contracts as only the Directors may sign contracts or take
out loans on behalf of the IWAI.
Branch meetings
At least 2 weeks’ notice shall be given by the Secretary or any deputy acting on their
instructions, of the details of the Annual General Meeting and of every general meeting. The
notice should have the Agenda for that meeting. A general meeting must be convened by the
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Secretary if requested by the Committee or on receipt of a requisition signed by at least four
branch members. The Annual General Meeting of the branch must be held in November or
December each year at which the accounts of the Branch for the year to 31st October shall be
tabled for approval, signed by the Chairperson and Treasurer once approved and forwarded to
the National Treasurer without delay, accompanied by copies of bank statements
Some Branches are organised by Committees, these are administered by a Committee
comprising the Officers and additional Branch members elected at the Annual Meeting. The
Committee has the power to co-opt further members to serve on it, but such co-opted members
shall be subject to election at the next following Annual Meeting, and, if not then elected, shall
not be eligible for co-option for at least 2 years.
The Committee shall meet when and where it or its Chairperson decides on giving to each of its
members at least 7 days’ notice or less if agreed by all committee members. Any three
Committee members may call a meeting of the Committee. Three members are required for a
quorum for any Committee meeting. When voting on elections and resolutions a show of hands
will suffice unless at least two members present object, in which event, the vote shall be secret.
The Committee may appoint Sub-Committees or a committee with another IWAI branch and this
is covered in the Branch Rules.
When a Branch conducts its business by General Meeting it is administered by the Officers.
Meetings are held when and where it or its Chairperson decides but members must be given at
least 7 days’ notice or less if agreed. Any ten Branch members may also call a meeting of the
Branch. Five members are required for a quorum for the Branch meetings. When voting on
elections and resolutions a show of hands will suffice unless at least two members present object,
in which event, the vote shall be secret.
The Committee may appoint Sub-Committees or a committee with another IWAI branch and this
is covered in the IWAI Branch Rules.

Key roles on IWAI Committees
The Chairperson’s Role
Preside at all meetings.


Endeavour to ensure that the Branch is represented at each Council meeting and that the
representatives report back to the Branch on all Council meetings



Call an Annual General Meeting of the Branch to be held in November or December each
year



Ensure that the set of Accounts for that year up to 31st October, Minutes and
Correspondence are ready for the meeting



Use his/her best endeavours to ensure that there is at least one candidate for election or
re-election to each office
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Ensure that tasks essential to the continued, safe operation of the Branch are allocated to
officers



Exercise a general supervisory role over the Branch to ensure that the officers and
committees are performing their allocated tasks



Ensure that proper accounting and financial controls are exercised over the Branch funds
and property



Ensure that one branch officer takes responsibility for recruitment and retention of
members



Encourage members to participate in Branch activities and join sub-committees thus
providing for succession to both Branch and National offices

The Secretary’s Role
 Send out notices of all meetings to those entitled


Receive and deal with all correspondence



Keep minutes of all meetings of the Branch and any Committee, and a record of all
resolutions passed



Carry out any reasonable duties requested by the Chairperson



Ensure that all members attending and voting at the Branch Annual General Meeting are
members of the Association in good standing i.e. have paid their membership fee for that
calendar year



Ensure that all Branch officers standing for election, or serving on sub or joint
committees, are members of the Association in good standing i.e. have paid their
membership fee for that calendar year

The Treasurer’s Role
 Keep proper books of accounts in accordance with the Association’s accounting
templates and standards


Bank all receipts and regularly balance the cash book or online accounting system



Encourage all new and existing Branch members to join the Association or renew their
membership using the online system



Make all payments, except those of a petty cash nature, from a bank account



Collect all outstanding debts and pay all duly approved bills as soon as possible
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Prepare Branch accounts and supporting schedules for the year to 31st October on the
prescribed forms (the Accounts Package) and have them checked by an independent and
competent person



Present the accounts to the AGM with copies for all persons expected to attend; answer
questions on them raised by members and give explanations as required by the meeting;
secure their approval by the meeting and have them signed by the Chairperson and
Secretary



Send the signed Accounts and supporting documentation to the Association treasurer to
arrive with him/her no later than 7 days after the Branch Annual General Meeting and not
later than the 31st December



Liaise as necessary with the Association treasurer



Preserve the Branch’s assets and ensure proper controls on receipts and payments and on
the use of the Branch’s assets



Liaise and co-operate with the Association’s membership secretary. Ensure that any
subscriptions received locally are sent to the Association’s membership secretary in a
timely manner



Co-operate with other officers and members in all matters concerning the promotion of
the Association and the work of the Branch

Membership Role


Takes responsibility for recruitment and retention of members

Public Relations Role


Takes responsibility for branch public communications with members, key stakeholders,
the media and the wider public
Council Representative’s Role
 To represent the Branch’s views at each council meeting
 To report to the Branch Committee and its members on Council activities
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National Council
The affairs of the Association are managed by a Council consisting of the following:
(a) The President
(b) Vice-President
(c) Honorary Secretary
(d) Honorary Treasurer
(e) The immediate Past President
(f) The six elected Directors
(g) Two representatives from each regional branch, the Chairperson or Secretary and one
other member
(h) Representatives of affiliated organisations such as the RCAG, Kilbeggan Harbour
Restoration
(i) Members of the Association elected to the Council at the Annual General Meeting.
There are currently six of these members
(j) Persons co-opted by Council
(k) The Council may from time to time, invite such other persons as it deems appropriate, to
attend meetings
The Council normally meets four times a year. Agendas and papers for these meetings are
emailed by the Secretary. Branch officers are encouraged to inform their Branches of the
Council business and to attend as many meetings as possible.

Executive Committee & Directors
The day to day activities of the Association are dealt with by an Executive Committee.
The Executive meets on a more frequent basis than the Council and ensures that the items
discussed and agreed at Council are put into action.
The Executive of IWAI is made up of 11 members elected by the Annual General Meeting each
year: President, Vice President, Immediate Past President, Hon Secretary, Hon Treasurer,
Membership Secretary and 5 others, all of whom are directors of IWAI. As the IWAI is a
limited company we are required to have Directors.
Ten members of the executive: President, Vice President, Hon Secretary, Hon Treasurer,
Membership Secretary and the 5 other directors are elected to office by the Annual General
Meeting. The Immediate Past President is automatically elected to the executive in accordance
with the Articles of Association. The Executive is empowered by the Articles of Association to
co-opt additional non-voting members to the Executive if required.
While members frequently serve more than one term in office, they must put themselves
forward for election at the AGM each year (except the Immediate Past President) For a number
of years now it has been the practice that the names of members putting themselves forward for
election to the Executive be notified to all members of the Association as part of the package of
information sent out prior to the AGM. In the interests of transparency the names of those who
are already known to be willing to serve on the Executive shall be published.
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Chapter 3 – Branch Accounting
This section of the Branch Handbook is designed to help Branches maintain and complete a
simple but effective set of branch accounts. It offers a standardised way to record and report on
branch financial details, makes preparation of accounts for AGM's simpler and quicker and will
reduce the burden on you in maintaining this important function.
The guidance is divided into 7 sections:
(a) Definitions
(b) Guidance Notes
(c) Receipts Day Book
(d) Payments Day Book
(e) Adjustments
(f) Income and Expenditure
(g) Balance sheet
Don’t be put off by some of these terms; the notes explain what’s needed and how to go about
maintaining proper records. These notes together with the sample layouts of the books will enable
you to maintain a simple but adequate set of accounts. It is important that you are familiar with the
Rules of the Association so that the timings and requirements of both your Branch and Council
can be met. If (c) Receipts Book and (d) Payments Book are kept correctly and up to date then
95% of the work is done.
(a) Definitions:
Receipts: Amounts of cash, cheques etc. received during the year whether or not they refer to the
current, past or future years.
Payments: Amounts paid during the year whether or not they refer to that year (as above)
Income: Receipts as adjusted for those referring to other years plus amounts due but, as at year
end, not yet received.
Expenditure: Amounts paid out as adjusted for those referring to other years plus amounts
owing but not paid until after year end. Note, some Branches may not need any of these
adjustments.
(b) Guidance Notes
The IWAI as a limited company must conform to the Companies Acts and the principles of good
corporate governance. Branches hold members funds and as such there is an onus on Branches to
safeguard these funds and the assets of the IWAI which they are holding in trust. The Treasurer
should, not only keep good records, but be seen to be keeping good records. Such an approach
ensures that every member and every other person seeing these records will have full confidence
in the ability of the Branch and the Association to manage its affairs in a highly professional
manner. As well as keeping the books it is the duty of the treasurer to exercise controls over the
funds of the Branch. He/she should ensure that all dues are collected and banked: that all
payments are in line with the objects of the Association and properly authorised and that all
records are filed for future reference.
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(c) Receipts Day Book.
The Receipts Day Book is an item by item record of each and every receipt of cash, cheque, postal
order etc. as and when received. All receipts should be banked and the amount banked recorded in
the daybook making the book self balancing and easily checked against the bank statements.
Further the amount received should be placed in the appropriate column so that at end of year the
total of each column (subject to certain possible adjustments) can be placed directly into the
Summary Income section of the Annual Accounting Report. See sample Annual Accounting
Report.
Note. Where a Branch runs big events it may wish to keep additional details of income and
expenditure for its own records and for its own AGM. This can be easily accommodated by using
an additional Sheet in the Day Book and placing the total in the profit/loss on rally into the
Summary section on the Annual Accounting Report.
(d) Payments Day Book (Cheque payments Book)
All payments except minor amounts should be made by cheque and this book is a cheque by
cheque record of these payments entered in cheque numerical order under the date in which they
were written (not the date on which they were paid by the bank). Additional items such as bank
interest and charges should also be entered as they appear on the bank statement. Again this
treatment makes it easy to compare with the bank statement and, allowing for cheques written but
not yet paid by the bank, reconcile with the branch accounts – note below
Minor Payments: Where an officer needs to purchase items for cash, these can be done by paying
with own cash and claiming the amount which should be paid to him by cheque.
Bank Account Reconciliation:
This simple account should be completed regularly to ensure that sufficient funds are available for
all known requirements. It can be completed on this layout and should always be completed for
year-end accounts: The final amount in bold italics yellow is the amount to be transferred to the
Balance Sheet on the Annual Accounting Report.
Date
Opening Balance 01.11.15
Lodgements
Total Available
Cheques
Current Balance
Plus O/S Cheques – Cheques not
yet cleared the bank but already
written
Total not cashed
Balance per Bank Statement

31. 12.15
1001.11
250.00
1251.11
300.00
951.11
79
81

75.00
25.00

28.02.16
951.11
500.00
1451.11
450.00
1001.11

31.05.16
1001.11
100
1101.11
120
781.11

87
88

92

93.00
9.00

31.07.16
781.11
250
1031.11
200
831.11

102
1103.11

31.10. 16
931.11
931.11
100.00
831.11

60
93 225

100.00
1051.11

30.09.16
831.11
400
1231.11
300
931.11

60
841.11

225
1056.11

93
94

225
100
325
1256.11

0
831.11

Normally there will be another bank account i.e. a savings or a deposit account. It is much more
satisfactory and easier to make all transfers to and from such an account from and to the current
account; in that way the above accounts keep a record of the transactions for this account.
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If the above three accounts are kept carefully there will be no problem in completing the Annual
Accounting Report for the year.
(e) Adjustments:
This is the conversion of Receipts and Payments into Income and Expenditure.
As well as the receipts and payments, as covered above, the Annual Accounting Report figures
may have to be adjusted for amounts due to the branch on 31 October but not received until after
that date (Debtors) and provision for amounts owing by the Branch but not paid until after 31
October (Creditors). Further there may have been similar items in previous year’s accounts (and
received/paid in current year) which must be reversed. While this may appear complex it can be
easily dealt with under the receipts and payments accounts headings in their respective books. See
definitions of Income and Expenditure above.
Method:
1. Complete Receipts Day Book, Cheque Payments Book, and Bank Reconciliation.
Underline all totals. See definitions of Receipts and Payments above.
2. In the Receipts Day Book, in left hand column write “Debtors” and under that sub-heading
list all the items due to the Branch (if any) with the amounts placed under their respective
headings as in the receipts above. Under these figures enter as minuses any similar figures
contained in previous year’s accounts. Underline, total, and underline totals of these
figures. Add these totals to totals of Receipts above and you have the figures to be placed
in the Income section of the Annual Accounting Report with one exception and that is
where certain accounts have to be netted – see below. The overall total of the Debtors is
the figure for that item in the Balance Sheet
3. In the Cheque Payments Book, in the left hand column, write “Creditors” and under that
sub-heading list all the amounts owed by the Branch (if any) with the amounts placed
under their respective headings as in the payments above. Again, as in 2 above, under
these figures enter as minuses any similar figures contained in previous years accounts.
Underline, total, and underline totals of these figures. Add these totals to the totals of
Cheque Payments above and these are the figures to be placed in the Expenditure section
of the Annual Accounting Report with one exception and that is where certain accounts
have to be netted – see below. The overall total of the Creditors is the figure for that item
in the Balance Sheet.
4. As mentioned above, some accounts have to be netted. For many of our projects there are
both income and expenditure and it is the net of these that is shown on the Annual
Accounting Report.
Finally, for the Branches which have expensive equipment, depreciation may have to be dealt
with. There has to be consistency of treatment and of rates for these items over the whole of the
Association and Branches which have such equipment should advise the National Treasurer who
will assist, in conjunction with other Branches, in dealing with this item.
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(f) Income and Expenditure:
This can be daunting to those not familiar to the process, but once all the information is recorded
in the Day Books as described on previous pages, then all that is needed is some addition or
subtraction or simple transcribing of some of the information from the Day books. The Summary
Income and Expenditure Sheet is filled out under certain headings, common to all Branches and
Council of IWAI, for its audit.
Summary Income Notes:
From your Receipts Day Book enter the individual totals, as adjusted for Debtors (see section (d)
“Adjustments” above).
1. Membership Fees from Council. Note except for Northern Branches all membership fees
received direct from members should have been forwarded to Membership Secretary.
2. Donations and Grants received:
3. Surplus on Functions or Surplus on Rallies. This figure is the total of the various
incomes (if any) recorded in the Receipts Day Book, less any outgoings (costs) that are
recorded in the Payments Day Book. If the income exceeds the expenditure then the net
value is recorded here, if a loss is incurred then the value is recorded in the Summary
Expenditure.
4. Surplus on Merchandise Sales. Only a few Branches hold and sell merchandise.
Merchandise is items the Branch holds in stock and intends to trade, i.e. sell. The correct
approach to determining the profit or loss on such undertakings is to compute the
purchase of stock ( at cost price) , this is done by valuing the stock at the start of the
accounting period, adding purchases made throughout the period ( as recorded in the
expenditure day book) then deduct the closing stock. This then gives an accurate figure
for the cost of the undertaking. By simply subtracting this figure from the sales for the
period the profit (or loss) can be easily computed. See Note 1 of Notes on Accounts in
the Annual Accounts Reports.
5. Interest on Deposits. As well as any interest credited on the Current bank account and
therefore recorded in Receipts Day Book, interest credited on the other bank accounts
should also be included here.
6. Other Income. Add all the other income totals (if any) in the Receipts Day Book and
enter the total here. Give details of any amounts over €100 or £100.
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Summary Expenditure Notes:
From your Payments Day Book enter the individual totals, as adjusted for Creditors (see section
(d) “Adjustments” above).
1. Secretarial, Postage and Stationary.
2. Branch Newsletters. If you have incurred costs producing a newsletter or other similar
publications, then enter the total of the costs incurred here. If you are selling a
newsletter, then it better treated as merchandise rather then a cost.
3. Losses on Functions. This item is the opposite of the equivalent item in the Summary
Income. There will obviously be only one entry, either in either the Income or
Expenditure, as you cannot have both a profit and a loss.
4. Losses on Rallies. As in 3 above
5. Projects. This figure represents the amounts spent on Work Parties, Mooring Buoys,
Submissions, and other activities designed to promote the objects of the Association.
6. Grants and Donations. This represents the amounts granted or donated for the promotion
of the objects of the Association.
7. Bank Charges & Interest. Include here, together with the figure from the Payments Day
Book, any such charges debited on other Bank Accounts.
8. Depreciation. If the Branch has assets, then normally each year the asset will be worth
less, just like a car for example. The Association must be consistent in its treatment and
rates for this item, therefore please refer to National Treasurer for advice on this.
9. Add all the other income totals (if any) in the Payments Day Book and enter the total here.
Give details of any amounts over €100 or £100.
(g) Balance Sheet
The Balance Sheet is a snapshot of the Branch monetary value at a given date. It contains
assets and liabilities, surpluses for example are assets, where losses are liabilities. Again
most of the numbers will come from the work already done:
Assets.
1. Balances at bank – Current: This is the “Current Balance” as shown above in the
example Bank Reconciliation. Should it be overdrawn deal with it as a liability – see 2
below.
2. Balances at Bank – Savings: Normally the balance(s) as per the bank statement(s).
Ensure that you have separately taken in Income any amounts of interest credited during
the year.
3. Cash on Hands: Insert here any receipts not yet lodged again ensure that they have been
taken into Income.
4. Debtors: This is the sum of all amounts due to the Branch, taken into income but not yet
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5.
6.

7.
8.

received. They should be listed in that section of the Notes on Accounts.
Stock: If any stocks are being held by the Branch they should be dealt with in the first
section of the Notes on Accounts and the closing value per these notes entered here.
Property: This is the written down value of equipment, being the figure in the previous
period plus purchases during the year less depreciation. The depreciation figure is that
amount shown in the Expenditure. Contact Treasurer to agree depreciation rates and
treatment.
Investments: Show here the cost value. Should they be worth less than cost contact
Treasurer to agree a write-down or write-off.
Other Assets: As in 7 above

Liabilities.
1. Bank Overdraft: See 1 above
2. Creditors: This is the opposite of 4 above and should be listed in that section of the Notes
on Accounts.
3. Other Liabilities: List here any contingencies provided for in Expenditure and not
included in 2 above.
The net of these two figures is the “Accumulated Fund” of the Branch and this is the
accumulated fund at the end of the previous year plus the Surplus (or minus the deficit) for
the current year. This is shown in the “Represented by” section and if everything is correct
the Balance Sheet balances!
The National Treasurer will send you the forms for the current year and these forms will show
how the previous year was dealt with. The foregoing attempts to cover all possible aspects of a
Branch’s activities and therefore may appear complex. However most Branches will not have
many of these complexities and the completion of the accounts will be simple. The most important
requirement is that Receipts, Payments and Bank Reconciliation are complete and up to date. The
rest can be very easily dealt with and the National Treasurer will always be available to assist.
The Association Honorary Treasurer (treasurer@iwai.ie) is available to assist Branches in the
production of accounts.
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Chapter 4 – Branch Events
The purpose of this section is to provide IWAI branches with guidance on considerations that
should be taken into account when organising and publicising events. These events should be
seen as an opportunity for publicising the Association's objectives, recruitment and education.
Land Based Events
Events should be planned well in advance to ensure that they are well organised and well
publicised. If you are organising a speaker for the meeting it is important to bear in mind what
will likely be of interest to all those present. It is worthwhile having a local member as a backup
speaker in case the guest speaker cancels at short notice. To this effect it is worth contacting
your speaker a few days in advance to make sure they still have it in their diary. Speakers should
be thanked in writing. If you get a good speaker, let other branches in your area know.
Branch Meetings
These should be called in accordance with the IWAI Branch Rules, these are available
the IWAI website www.iwai.ie.
Location of Land Based Events or Meetings
Careful thought should be given to finding a suitable venue in which to hold meetings.
Suitability, facilities and cost can vary considerably.
 Consider ease of access including wheelchair access, parking, lighting, temperature,
refreshment / welfare facilities etc.
 Check fire routes and exits are clear and available for use
 Check location and availability of first aid kit, fire extinguishers and assembly point(s)
 Know the number of people present (Sign-in sheet)
 Ask the owner / manager of the premises to share their risk assessments if available. If
there are none available you can prepare a risk assessment for the venue using the blank
templates in the IWAI safety statement
The following should be borne in mind when considering a meeting venue:
 Is the venue easy to find and serviced by good public transport?
 Is parking available on site or nearby?
 Has the meeting room got a good atmosphere, i.e. lighting, acoustics, temperature?
 Can the room be made dark enough for electronic presentations?
 Are there refreshment and lavatory facilities available before, during and after the
meeting?
 Is location suitable for wheelchair users or those with mobility difficulties
Health & Safety
Most meetings are held in a public halls or public houses, but it is necessary for the organiser of
such meetings to ensure that the following points are checked:
 Fire doors must be unlocked and free access to them should be available.
 Fire extinguishers should be available, and serviced within the last year.
 An evacuation point should be designated.
 The exact number of people present should be known. (Sign-in sheet)
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The location of a first aid kit should be known.

There should be a written risk assessment for each venue used. . The Association’s Health and
Safety Statement contains template risk assessments which can be downloaded and edited to
make specific to the venue.
Work Parties, Rallies \ Water Based events
Work Parties Duties
Please see the published IWAI Guidelines at www.iwai.ie for further guidance.
Cruise in Company Duties

Please see the published IWAI Guidelines at www.iwai.ie for further guidance.
Key Points
Agree a cruise in company itinerary:
• Draw up a schedule for visiting the venues
• Meet and discuss the proposed itinerary with premises owners / lock keepers • Record
meetings, contact name(s) and telephone numbers
• Appoint a Cruise in Company subcommittee to include Secretary, Treasurer, Safety
Officer, and Child Welfare Officer, where necessary
• Compile a contingency itinerary as a backup plan
There a number of key duties in the event guidelines and a flow chart to help you in planning
event in the IWAI Guidelines on cruises in company.
Be friendly
If new members attending your event enjoy themselves they stay with us and come to future
events.
Check the sign-in sheet for new names, welcome them and give them a list of future events or
meetings. Tell them about IWAI's work and how they can become more involved, should they
wish and offer them a membership form.
Appoint someone at meetings who is tasked with being hospitable to new or non-members,
welcoming them to the meeting and telling the more about IWAI's work and how they can
become more involved, should they wish.
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Chapter 5 – Protecting Members
This section of the Branch Handbook is designed to help Branches by informing them of the
various obligations placed on the Association in the areas of Health & Safety, Child Protection
and Insurance.

Health & Safety
1. Since November 2006 the Association has a Health & Safety policy in place. This has
been reviewed and updated in 2015 and is available at www.iwai.ie and should be
brought to the attention of all new officers and those involved in the running of events.
2. Health & Safety obligations impact on the Association, Branches, the organisers of
events and individual members. Members should appraise themselves of these
obligations.
3. Branches should appoint a Safety Officer. In the absence of the Safety Officer at any
event the most senior member of the committee in attendance takes on that role.
4. The key to protection is the carrying out of Risk Assessments, the IWAI Health and
Safety Statement contains template risk assessments that can be edited and made
location and activity specific.
5. Training to members in all areas of Health & Safety should be provided by Branches
particularly those involved in activities that involve physical risks.
Child Protection
1. The Association has a Child Protection Policy in place a copy of which is available on
www.iwai.ie.
2. Each Branch should ensure that the policy is operating in their respective Branch
3. Each Branch must nominate a Child Protection Officers (CPO) and inform the Branch
membership of the appointments, particularly at events involving young people.
4. CPOs should be encouraged to attend training, at the Branch’s expense, although this
may not be required by those working with children or people with special needs in a
professional capacity.
Insurance
1. The IWAI at national level has taken out an Insurance Policy to indemnify IWAI officers
in the event of a claim for negligence.
2. The indemnity covers IWAI officers and designated organisers at IWAI organised events
for members and the general public.
3. Event organisers and IWAI Officers are only covered by IWAI insurance if they are
members of the Association in good standing i.e. they have paid the appropriate
membership fee
4. Boats attending IWAI organised events are required to declare that they have minimum
of 3rd party insurance cover for the period of the event
5. Branches must inform the Treasurer through the listing of events of the activities that the
Branch intends to hold in a year. Any particular activity that carries high risk such as
work parties should be highlighted.
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6. Volunteer members participating in work parties not covered by the IWAI Project
Insurance Policy are not permitted to use any powered tools
7. Volunteer members participating in work parties must read and sign a copy of the IWAI
Safety Rules for work parties
8. Branches should record attendance at these events and work parties and retain these
records for 3 years as required by the Association’s Insurance Policy.
9. A copy of the insurance policy is available for inspection.
Member Protection Policy
Declaration:
“We in the IWAI commit ourselves to working together to maintain an environment that
encourages and supports the right to safety and dignity at IWAI activities and events. All who
participate in IWAI activities and events, members, officers and external contacts, are
expected to respect the right of each individual to safety and dignity while participating.
All will be treated equally and respected for their individuality and diversity.
Bullying in any form is not accepted by us and will not be tolerated.
1. Introduction
The Inland Waterways Association of Ireland is committed to providing an
environment that is free from discrimination and intimidation. The Association
therefore places considerable emphasis on establishing and maintaining Equality of
Opportunity and Dignity and Respect within its organisation. The purpose of this
policy is to explain what is meant by Equality of Opportunity and Dignity and
Respect from the perspective of the IWAI and outline measures that will be taken to
achieve them.
2. Equality of Opportunity
a. The Inland Waterways Association of Ireland welcomes diversity. The Association
appreciates that the differences that exist between people can be a source of strength
to its organisation. Consequently the Association is dedicated to conducting its
affairs in a manner that seeks to ensure that the potential advantages of diversity are
maximised and that its potential disadvantages are minimised. The Association in
this regard aims to achieve more than simply discharging its obligations under all
relevant legislation. It will also strive to take positive action in order to promote
equality of opportunity within the Association. Equality of opportunity can be
regarded as the right of all persons to receive fair and equal treatment when seeking
to access and participate in the Association’s activities. The Association, subject to
safety considerations, therefore will not discriminate against any person wishing to
take part our activities especially on water or other associated with the Association’s
activities on any of the following nine discriminatory grounds:
· Age
· Disability
· Family Status
· Gender
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·
·
·
·
·

Marital Status
Race
Religion
Sexual Orientation
Socio-Economic Status

b. The Inland Waterways Association of Ireland is committed to taking all reasonable
steps to identify and eliminate both direct and indirect discrimination from its
structures and practices. Direct and indirect discrimination are defined as follows:
 Direct discrimination occurs where a person is treated less favourably than
another person is, has been or would be treated in a comparable situation due to
one of the nine discriminatory grounds specified in this policy
 Indirect discrimination occurs where an apparently neutral provision or
requirement, puts people at a particular disadvantage compared with others on the
basis of one of the nine discriminatory grounds specified in this policy
c. In order to prevent the occurrence of direct and indirect discrimination the IWAI will
adopt the following measures:
 Where relevant all promotion of the Association shall highlight its equality of
opportunity dimension
 Recruitment methods shall contain nothing of a discriminatory nature and shall
encourage applications for membership of the Association from all members of
society
 Every member shall be given equal opportunity to develop boat handling and
related skills in order to maximise their potential through training programmes
organised by the Association
 The Association will endeavour, in so far as is reasonably practical, to meet any
special and/or additional training needs of members
 All appropriate action shall be taken to ensure equal opportunity for every
member to contribute to the administration and management of Association
business
3. Dignity and Respect
a. All members of The Inland Waterways Association of Ireland have the right to be
treated with dignity and respect. Consequently harassment, sexual harassment and
bullying behaviours are not accepted and will not be tolerated by the IWAI
Harassment, sexual harassment and bullying are defined as follows:
 Harassment
Any form of unwanted conduct, related to any of the nine discriminatory
grounds specified in this policy that has the purpose or effect of violating a
member’s dignity and creating an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or
offensive environment for the member. The unwanted conduct may consist of
acts, requests, spoken words, gestures or the production, display or circulation of
written words, pictures or other material
 Sexual Harassment
Any form of verbal, non-verbal, or physical conduct of a sexual nature which
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has the purpose or effect of violating a member’s dignity and creating an
intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive environment for the
person. The unwanted conduct may consist of acts, requests, spoken words,
gestures or the production, display, or circulation of written words, pictures or
other material
 Definition of Bullying
Bullying is repeated inappropriate behaviour, direct or indirect, whether verbal,
physical, or otherwise, conducted by one or more individuals against another or
others, which could reasonably be regarded as undermining the individual’s right
to dignity
b. The Inland Waterways Association of Ireland will adopt a pro-active approach to the
prevention of harassment, sexual harassment and bullying through processes such as
issuing relevant communiqués, reviewing all of its practices, procedures and policies
on a regular basis for compliance with this policy and taking appropriate and
immediate remedial action if instances of such behaviours occur.
4. Complaints
a. The Inland Waterways Association of Ireland regards discrimination, harassment,
sexual harassment and bullying as serious disciplinary offences and shall be
investigated in accordance with the Associations Guidelines on the Investigation of
Incidents.
b. Complaints concerning discrimination, harassment, sexual harassment and bullying
should be made through the Association’s Complaints Procedure.
c. Conduct constituting any interference, coercion, restraint or reprisal against a person
complaining of discrimination, harassment, sexual harassment and bullying or
participating in the resolution of such a complaint is considered a serious disciplinary
offence.
d. The making of a frivolous, vexatious or malicious complaint of discrimination,
harassment, sexual harassment or bullying will be regarded as a serious disciplinary
offence.
e. Persons found guilty of committing an offence under this policy will face serious
sanctions up to and including expulsion from Association membership.
5. Implementation, Monitoring and Review
a. Overall responsibility for the implementation of this policy rests with the Board of
Directors of the Association.
b. The Directors of The Inland Waterways Association of Ireland shall make all of its
members and other relevant parties aware of the provisions of this policy.
c. The Directors of The Inland Waterways Association of Ireland shall subject this
policy to on-going monitoring and review to ensure that it contributes as far as
possible to the promotion of equal opportunities, dignity and respect.
d. Any queries concerning the operation of this policy should be directed to the
Association’s Honorary Secretary.
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Guidelines on the Investigation of Incidents
Definition of an
incident

Where a complaint is made to a branch officer regarding a members
conduct
Where an incidence of violence physical or verbal is witnessed by an
officer or member
Where an incidence occurs that causes fear in a member
Where an incident is witnessed by an officer or member that brings
the Association into disrepute

Incidents of
violence\unlawful
activity

Violence is the most severe form of harassment.
Where an officer witnesses such an incident they should report the
matter to the most senior official available, this senior official shall
report the matter to the Gardaí\PSNI
The police authorities are the appropriate persons to deal with such
matters. In the interests of safety and protection of reputation of the
Association the organising committee may ask any person to leave an
event such as rally. This request shall not be construed as the
formation of guilt on any party. The committee should make
reasonable enquiries as to the persons involved these enquiries may
not be made by the Officer or Officers who will decide if a member
should leave an event.

The following is a brief description of the 8 stages in the Investigation process when incidents
as defined above occur.
Stage 1 – Consideration of merits of conducting a Formal Investigation:
The complainant should make their complaint in writing and forward it to the
Branch\Rally Chairperson if the complaint involves Branch Officers it should be sent to the
IWAI President. A letter will be issued to the respondent(s) informing him/her that a Formal
Complaint has been received by the Association, alleging misconduct by him/her against the
complainant, and that the allegations will be thoroughly considered as to the merits of a Formal
Investigation. A decision to proceed to Formal Investigation will be taken only when all local
approaches have been exhausted, except in very exceptional circumstances.
Stage 2 – Appointment of Investigation Team (may be an internal or external
Branch\Association appointment):
Once a decision to proceed to investigation is taken, an Investigation Team will be appointed by
the Branch\Rally Chairperson or appropriate person as designated by the President. The Team
should not be witnesses or been involved with the details of the case prior to their appointment.
Once appointed, the Investigation Team will familiarise themselves with the case and will make
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arrangements to conduct interviews with each of the parties involved, within 2 weeks. These
timescales may be altered by mutual agreement between the Investigation Team and the parties.
The Team will devise Terms of Reference for the investigation and a copy will be forwarded to
both parties. The Team appointed can have no part in the decision making process after the
investigation.
Stage 3 – Meeting with the Investigation Team:
The Investigation Team will arrange separate meetings with the complainant, the respondent
and witnesses and will minute the meetings and arrange for them to be signed by the parties
interviewed. The complainant will be met first by the Investigation Team. The signed minutes
from this meeting will be copied for information to the respondent prior to his/her first meeting.
All further minutes will be copied to the complainant and respondent only, prior to the report
being finalised.
All information given during an investigation may be required to be produced before a third
party, in the event of a further legal process.
Timelines for the investigation will be set by the Investigation Team having determined the
number of meetings necessary with the parties, witnesses and any other party as deemed
appropriate. These timescales may be altered by mutual agreement between the Investigation
Team and the parties.
Each of the parties interviewed will have a right to be accompanied by another person of their
choice at these interviews.
Stage 4 - Producing the Report:
The Investigation Team will produce a report on their findings, which will include all relevant
documentation gathered during the investigation, including minutes of interviews conducted.
The Investigation Team will issue their report to the Branch\Rally Chairperson or President as
appropriate.
Stage 5 - Circulation of the Report:
The Branch\Rally Chairperson or President will instruct the Hon. \Branch Secretary to issue the
report to the complainant and the respondent. Both parties will be advised that they may lodge
an appeal in respect of the process only of the investigation with a timeframe of 2 weeks
permitted from the date of issue of the report.
Stage 6 - Proposed Action:
A decision regarding any appropriate action, disciplinary or otherwise, will be made by an
officer nominated by the association President, having regard to the report of the Investigation
Team and any other relevant information.
Stage 7 -Right of Appeal:
An appeal will only be considered in respect of the process of the investigation
i.e. no appeal is allowed in respect of the Report Findings. This appeal should be made in
writing, within 2 weeks to the Branch\Rally Chairperson or President.
Following the consideration of the appeal, the Branch\Rally Chairperson or President will
inform the person who made the appeal whether he/she upheld the appeal or not.
Stage 8 - Post Investigation:
Both parties’ rights are protected under this policy and they will not be further victimised
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following the investigation. If, however, it was found that the complaint was brought
maliciously, it will be treated as misconduct that could lead to the expulsion of the member from
the Association.
Complaints Procedure
The Association has a Complaints Procedure so that (a) people who are aggrieved know how to
make a complaint, and are thus confident that it will be properly addressed, (b) officers within
the Association know how to deal with a complaint, and who to refer it to, so as to provide
resolution, and (c) the Associations directors can be confident that complaints and grievances
are being addressed appropriately.
The Complaints Procedure is not intended as a process to appeal against commercial decisions
(such as the price of a book or entrance fee at an event), nor against policy decisions already
decided by Directors or at AGMs.
The Association's policy concerning all grievances and complaints is to try to avoid them arising
in the first place, but where they do arise to address them as quickly as possible so they do not
grow or fester. The first duty of both the complainant and the ‘complained to’ should therefore
be to try to resolve any unhappiness as quickly as possible. A prerequisite of this is that a
complainant knows the right person or place to address their concern, or ultimately to make their
complaint. They may also require some help to progress their concern in the most constructive
manner. The Complaints Procedure outlined below tries to assist this process.
The three stages of the Procedure are as follows:
Stage 1
Both parties should try to resolve the problem without the need for it to be escalated elsewhere.
Advice is available from the Honorary Secretary if a complainant does not know the right place
for a grievance to be addressed. Ultimately, if a resolution is not forthcoming between the
parties then the complaint should write a letter (which can be sent electronically) and should
expect a written response within 28 days.
Stage 2
If the first stage of the procedure does not resolve the grievance, then the complainant should
formally make a complaint. This should be done in writing, addressed to the President and
copies of the written letter from the first stage and any response received enclosed. The
President will then independently review the complaint made and seek advice of why the
complaint has been rejected. The President will then decide whether or not the complaint is
justified, what remedy, if any, should be provided, and will then convey that decision, in
writing, to all parties concerned. This should be communicated to both the complainant and ‘the
complained about’ at the same time, and within 42 days. This time is designed to allow
sufficient for the President to make any necessary enquiries, etc.
The President is likely to refuse any ‘second stage’ complaints where the first stage has not been
carried out, or that are not put in writing, or where the complainant refuses permission for their
complaint to be shown to the parties that they are complaining about. Directors and branch
officers receiving complaints direct should refer the complainant to the proper procedure, or to
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the Honorary Secretary to give advice on how to proceed with the complaint.
If the first stage involves a grievance with the President, then in this circumstance, the formal
complaint in the second stage should be made to the national chairman, who will then perform
the duty that would otherwise fall to the President.
Stage 3
If either party is dissatisfied with the outcome determined by the President at the second stage
outlined above, then there is a final stage of appeal, which can be made to the Directors of the
Association. This should be addressed to the Honorary Secretary (and copy sent to the
President). It would then be brought to the next available meeting of the Board of Directors that
is due to be held at least 21 days after the notice of appeal is received by the Honorary
Secretary. The Directors would then consider the appeal based on the written evidence already
amassed in stage two, and give a final decision. A complainant would not have a right of
attendance at the meeting of Directors, unless the directors felt it appropriate to make such an
invitation.
Unless such an appeal (stage 3) is made within 28 days of the President’s ruling (stage 2), the
relevant parts of the Association should accept and adhere to the Stage 2 ruling.
If the Honorary Secretary, in consultation with Vice President believes the Stage 3 appeal to be
frivolous and not of a serious nature then the Honorary Secretary may refuse it.
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Chapter 6 – Communications
This section of the Branch Handbook is designed to help Branches communicate effectively
with members, key stakeholders, the media and the wider public.

There are many reasons why IWAI seeks publicity and some are set out below:


Increase our profile, locally, regionally and nationally



Place a subject/activity on the public agenda, i.e. create and raise awareness/interest of
activities in IWAI



Create a platform for ongoing media interest



Encourage public support and endorsement of IWAI



Deliver in- depth information and messages (which cannot be delivered by an
advertisement) e.g. water abstraction, navigation closures



Provide lobbying support messages to further the cause of improving the inland
waterways

The activities of public relations include:


Publicity- sending out a planned news release/article through selected media, to further
the particular interest of the IWAI, an IWAI member or an IWAI event



Promotion- to seek support for IWAI



Issues management- identification of issues of potential concern to IWAI and the
development of a system to respond to them



Crisis management- identification of issues and an appropriate response mechanism for
unanticipated situations



Media relations- dealing with the media in seeking publicity for, or responding to, media
interest in activities of the waterways of Ireland



Merchandising support- the use of IWAI sales materials e.g. burgees, ensigns etc.



Event management- involves planning activities or staging events, which will attract
media attention. A Branch rally or cruise in company would be typical examples



Promotion-This incorporates special events, storylines about the specific issue in
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activities, competitions or documents


Public affairs- public relations involving community and government relations - which
is dealing with officials within the community and working with legislative groups and
agencies



Publicity- sending forward planned messages through selected media, without payment
to the media, to further the particular interest of IWAI. Publicity is a tool used by a
public relations officer, it is not public relations in itself

Communication Methods
This section aims to develop our collective skills in utilising as many different channels of
information sharing as we can - get people talking about IWAI.
Some platforms for your consideration include:























Local Parish Newsletters
Local Heritage Officer in the County Council
Local Environmental Awareness Officer in the County Council
Local Community Forum Membership via the Community & Enterprise Section of the
County Council
Local Sports Partnerships via the Community & Enterprise Section of the County
Council
Local Public Representatives
Local Development Agencies e.g. LEADER II companies, ADM companies
Local Volunteer Groups where you IWAI and them might share a viewpoint e.g.
fishing, rowing, canoeing, sailing, walking, historical societies etc.
Local Business Support Organisations e.g. Chambers of Commerce, County Enterprise
Boards, Tourism Agencies, etc.
Newspapers – Local, Regional, National (both on sale and free)
Newspapers - Weekend Supplements
Magazines - Special Interest Groups
Magazines - Tourism and Transport related e.g. Cara Magazine, in house magazine for
Aer Lingus
Radio – National, Local & Community Stations e.g. Dublin City University student
TV - Local News Roundup type programs e.g. Nationwide
TV Production - Documentaries, Television Companies, try your ideas into TV
production companies
Internet - your own branch page on IWAI
Internet - your local town /county website, use both volunteers and statutory agencies
Internet - tourism websites and events guides - get some exposure for your rallies,
events, and launches
Internet – Facebook, personal, branch other, Twitter
Internet – IWAI Forum
Festivals Committees in your area - e.g. Scarriff Festival, Co. Clare; St. Patrick’s Day
Festival Dublin
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Key Stakeholders
Try and identify the key stakeholders in your area e.g. local politicians, clubs etc, and try to
establish a rapport so that you may use joint communication methods and reach a wider
audience. Remember the importance of the IWN as a communication tool. It has an average
print run of 4,000 posted to IWAI members and a significant number of stakeholders.
Reasons to Write a News Release
It is important for IWAI as an organisation to remain visible to its members and to the public in
general. Branches can utilize the tool of News Releases to enable the general public the
opportunity to learn about events, issues and information relating to the waterways.
In essence News Releases achieve the following;
 Place a subject on the public agenda
 Garner public support
 Deliver complex information and messages (which cannot be delivered by an
advertisement)
 Offer the media an opportunity to publicise something different/interesting for their
particular publication
 Present information to a wider audience than just IWAI’s members
 Create awareness in the public of events that they may otherwise not be informed of
Further detailed information is available at
http://www.iwai.ie/org/policies/IWAI_Public_Relations_&_Communications_Handbook.FirstE
dition2010.pdf.
Having an active dedicated resource in Branch acting as Public Relations Officer (PRO) or
someone who will take on this role is very important. Branches are planning most events and
activities well in advance, sometimes up to a year away. Your January meeting is the best place
to plan your news release campaign. Several reasons for this include - planning news release
patterns for the year, having an overall picture of what you would like publicised on an annual
basis, designating responsibility to a team, and making sure the news machine still works for
you when you are all rafting on a nice quiet lake far from the worries of media, business etc.
The Association PRO (PRO@iwai.ie) is also available to assist Branch PROs in their duties.
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Chapter 7 – Managing Meetings
This section of the Branch Handbook is designed to help Branch Officers run effective meetings
to allow efficient running of business and achieve results.
There are five key steps to running successful meetings.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Plan
Prepare – Agenda
Notify
Record – Attendance – Key points – Actions
Running the meeting

1. Planning the Meeting
A meeting has to have: a Purpose, an Agenda, and a Timeframe.
You should be able to define the purpose of the meeting in 1 or 2 sentences at most. "This
meeting is to plan the restoration campaign" or "this meeting is to review the Association's new
policy for handling Health & Safety." That way everyone knows why they are there, what needs
to be done, and how to know if they are successful. Most meetings within the Association are
usually general meetings with a variety of items to be discussed and planned.
2. Prepare your Agenda
Set an agenda. List the items you are going to review/discuss/inspect. It may help to assign a
time limit to each agenda item and identify the person responsible to speak or moderate the
discussion.
Set a timeframe; at the very least set a start and end time. It may help by setting the duration for
each item on the agenda. These should total to the overall meeting timeframe.
You can avoid the pressure for 'Any Other Business' at the end of the meeting if you circulate a
draft agenda in advance of the meeting, and ask for any other items for consideration. ('Any
Other Business' often creates a free-for-all session that wastes time, and gives rise to new tricky
expectations, which if not managed properly then closes the meeting on a negative note.
3. Notify
The Branch Rules describe the notice periods which should be given to members. To ensure that
you reach all of your members obtain an up to date membership list for your Branch from the on
line 365 membership section on the IWAI website or by contacting the National Membership
Secretary.
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4. Record – Attendance – Key points – Actions
Attendance at meetings should be recorded
The Secretary or another person nominated by the Chairperson should keep minutes of the
meeting. If you set an agenda in the first place, as you should have, the note taker can use that as
an outline. The minutes should record who attended, what was discussed, any agreements that
were reached, and any action items that were assigned.
Soon after the meeting the minutes of the meeting should be distributed, usually by email, to all
who attended, any invitees who did not attend, and anyone else effected by the discussion.
Distributing the minutes informs those not at the meeting of the progress that was made and
reminds everybody of their action items.
The minutes should be retained in a safe place either in paper or electronic format. The minutes
should be agreed and signed at the next meeting.
5. Running the meeting
Don't Wait
Start on time. If someone arrives late, don't go back and review what has already been covered.
Stay Focused
Sometimes a meeting may stray off topic, a “topic keeper" may help in such situations. The
topic keeper's job is to interrupt whenever the discussion strays from the topic under discussion.
These new topics can either be tabled until later or scheduled for their own meeting.
Ask attendees to turn off all mobile phones and other personal electronic devices. If appropriate,
have attendees introduce themselves when speaking.
The Chairperson should make sure that speakers are not interrupted by anyone while they are
speaking, even if they disagree strongly. Members should be encouraged to wait until the proper
time and be acknowledged by the chairperson to speak.
Be clear and concise when speaking and be sure what you are saying is relevant to the topic
being discussed. Maintain all requested confidences relative to the meeting.
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List of Reference Documents
These are all available at www.iwai.ie.


Memorandum of Association and Articles of Association



Branch Rules



Health & Safety Statement



Child Protection Policy



Cruise in Company/Events Guidelines



Branch Account Forms



IWAI Public Relations & Communications Handbook



IWAI Safety Rules for Work Parties

END.

